RASIPHAL 2009
SAGITTARIUS 2009 ASTROLOGY
You might come into contact with highly placed people and officers. A large quantity of
accomplishment and status might be enjoyed by you. The month of April and May would be
creating problems.
Career,
Incomes
and
Gains
During the beginning of the year 2009, planetary position is very favorable. You will find yourself full of
confidence and enthusiasm. You might be quite comfortable during this period. If, you're working
somewhere, there would be higher possibilities of promotion and salary increments. Definitely, you will
rewarded by your organization for your life time contribution and outstanding performance. You might
come into contact with highly placed people and officers. A large quantity of accomplishment and status
might be enjoyed by you. The month of April 2009 and May 2009 would be creating problems. You
might have to experience sudden and unexpected difficulties as far as you study is concerned.
If, you're going to appear in important exam or interview, your sincere efforts and immense hard work
would be highly recommended to get success. Remember nothing will come easily during this period.
Later, during the entire year, there are no major problems seen. Even your efforts will start to give
fabulous results. Your financial situation will improve. You will take remarkable steps in implementing
some of your ideas that will rapidly gain ground. Job prospects will look up as well.
Love,
Family
and
Social
Life
The first phase of the year is going to create some troubles in married or personal life. You would be
leading a disturbing domestic atmosphere. Nothing will happen according to your plan or satisfaction.
There would be various types of issues in married life which would be spoiling peace of mind. Later,
from April 2009 to August 2009, I can see some changes in personal life. Now circumstances would be
revolving in your favor. The months of September/October/November/December are also auspicious in
relation of married life.
Education
and
Traveling
There is no trouble or difficulty is seen as far as your education or study related matters are concerned.
This year would be a fantastic year for those, who are born under the Sagittarius ascendant. If you are
considering resume your education or trying to pursue higher education, it would be a good year. Those
are going to appear in board exam or any other important test/interview may obtain encouraging results.

Health

During the opening of the year 2009, health would be a major cause of concern. But, during the second
and last phases of the year, you may enjoy a good health.

